Why CR Success Learning Is
Highly Successful for ELL Students
Research Principles and CRSL Application

PHONEMIC AWARENESS
Students must have the phonemic awareness skills they need to perceive the individual sounds in
words.
CR Success Learning has a detailed nine-week phonemic awareness program that progresses from simple
skills, such as isolating continuous sounds, to complex skills, including segmenting and blending phonemes
in CVC words.
Before formal phonemic awareness instruction begins, ELL students need to be familiar with the
sounds of English. They must be able to hear and reproduce the sounds.
We advocate the use of songs, poems, chants and read-alouds to familiarize students with the sounds of
English. Exercises that involve echoing sounds are done regularly. When a sound is introduced, a chant is
read that has words with that sound in the beginning, medial, and ending position.
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Chant and
Isolating the
Sound

Chant the storyline to the students: (Emphasize the /ch/ sound). Students repeat chant with the
teacher.
Check for the chopping sound
As we karate chop the birch wood.
Ask students what sound they hear over and over in the story.

Teach the
Mouth Position

Sound – Symbol
Correspondence

Gesture

Say the sound, model the mouth position, and describe the sound verbally to students:
/ch/ Tongue is behind upper front teeth and then pulls back; air is pushed out; motor is off.

Tell students, “There are two letters that spell this sound.”
Clearly articulate the sound /ch/ as you point to the ch on the teacher board.
Show gesture: Pretend to karate chop a block of wood and say /ch/, /ch/, /ch/.
This will help you to remember /ch/.
Play Gesture Game with these words: chart, chant, zebra, chain, list, person, channel, chop.

Handwriting

This is an example of the sound-symbol cards that are
used to teach the consonants, short vowels, and
consonant teams (consonant digraphs).

Teach letter formation. See student handwriting page 58.
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ELL students should receive extra practice with the sounds in
English that can be problematic.
Our professional development increases the teacher’s awareness of
the linguistic characteristics of students’ native language. We
highlight sounds that are difficult, due to the fact that they may not
be in the student’s native language (such as most short vowel
sounds for Spanish speakers) or they may be similar in the student’s
native language (such as /b/ and /v/ for Spanish speakers). We use
visual aids, songs, chants, gestures and prompts. For example,
teachers introduce the short vowel sounds in the order of mouth
position (closed to open). This provides an additional cue when
identifying the similar short vowel sounds.
This poster depicts the order of the
short vowel sounds by mouth position.

PHONICS
Systematic phonics can be highly
effective for ELL students.
CR Success teaches the full English
phonetic code in a systematic and
sequential manner. Our methods fit
the requirements of sheltered
English instruction: clear and
precise language, use of hands-on
materials (magnetic letters, visual
charts), opportunities for
meaningful practice (magnetic
folder lessons, decodable books).
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Students will learn the full code, shown above, by the end of Level 2 instruction.

The oral language of ELL students must be developed along with their decoding skills if they are to
fully develop their reading skills.
Before a book is read by the students, the teacher expands the students’
background knowledge. The students participate in activities that increase
their schema about the subject of the story. The teacher reads a chant that
mirrors the language of the story.

This chant is from Sam the Cat, Small Steps Series.

“No! No! Sam!”
We tell our cat.
“Not on this!”
“Not on that!”
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Systematic phonics has proven to be successful for ELL students to learn decoding skills. However, it
is essential that the phonics instruction is directly applied to reading authentic texts.
Our decodable readers are both phonetic and meaningful. We consider all literacy aspects, including
student engagement in the subject, meaningful texts and plots, and careful consideration of word choice,
illustrations, and format.

Liz makes dots on Dad’s mug.

Liz likes dots.
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She makes dots on Mom’s cup.

She makes red dots on the box.
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“Liz!” Mom calls.
Liz runs to the den.
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Mom has her cup.
Dad has his mug.
Mom and Dad are in the den.

She makes dots on the wall.
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The Fib, Small Steps Series
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FLUENCY
Effective instruction in reading fluency for ELL
students integrates automatic decoding of words,
comprehension, and vocabulary.

Student Fluency Rubric
Name __________________________________________________

CR Success integrates these elements of reading into one
lesson, reinforced by matching text.

Date ____________________________

Title of Book _______________________________________________________________________________
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All students, including ELL students, need a
multidimensional view of fluency, which looks at rate,
accuracy, phrasing and expression.
We develop this view through teacher and student rubrics,
as well as our method of teaching, which includes
rereading text, reading with a proficient reader, recorded
reading, phrase reading, and reader’s theater.
We practice the method of Pressure Release (2-2-2
Reading), which allows the student to practice oral reading
with a proficient reader.
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Phrasing

I read word-by-word.

Sometimes I read groups of My reading sounds the way
words that fit together, but we talk. I read groups of
My reading sounds choppy, sometimes I read word-by- words that fit together.
word, like a robot.
like a robot.

Smoothness

I stop often to figure out
words.

Punctuation

I read through punctuation Sometimes I remember to
marks.
attend to punctuation
marks.

I attend to punctuation
marks:
. Pause
, Little pause
? Voice goes up
! Voice sounds excited

Expression

I read in a flat, quiet voice.

I remember sometimes to
change my volume or my
expression to fit the
character.

I change my voice to show
feelings or to sound like a
character.

Accuracy

I have problems reading
many of the words.

I have problems with one
word out of ten.

I have problems with one
word out of twenty or less.

Pace

My reading is too fast or
too slow.

Sometimes my reading is
too fast or too slow.

I read at an even pace.

Sometimes I have to stop to I read very smoothly. I can
figure out words.
quickly figure out words.

VOCABULARY
Research recognizes that literacy instruction
must revolve around vocabulary instruction. As
Suzanne Irugo wrote, “explaining,
demonstrating, drawing, repeating, reading,
writing, and playing with words” should be
integrated throughout the instruction.
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CR Success Learning places a heavy emphasis on
vocabulary instruction. We promote vocabulary
acquisition through both direct and indirect
teaching. We choose words for these reasons: words
that are crucial to the text, words with multiple
meanings, homophones, words/phrases that involve
figurative language, academic vocabulary words. We
teach words within meaningful contexts and provide
multiple opportunities for students to use the
words, particularly with peer interactions.
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The Loose Tooth, Teacher’s Guide (Tales of Friends)

Relating words to an ELL student’s native language through cognates or similar morphemes supports
the ELL student’s learning. Explanations of a word’s meaning should include contextual support.
Our lessons incorporate
cognates and morphemes
to enhance a student’s
learning. We suggest
“realia” such as pictures,
objects, drawings, and
gestures to enhance verbal
explanations of words.

Beginning Sounds

Beginning Sounds

Photo Card 4

Photo Card 14

Beginning Sounds

Photo Card 9

Photo cards from the First Steps Kit.
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COMPREHENSION
Teachers should check
to see if the students
have adequate
background knowledge
to understand the story
or article.

Anchor Activity Planning
The week’s instruction will begin with an activity designed to create a memorable
connection between the root and its meaning. Preparation and enthusiasm on the part of
the teacher will be key to creating positive energy and engaging students.

CR Success Learning’s
schema building
activities include role
playing, experiments, art
work, role playing, KWL
charts, and sharing
predictions.

Anchor Activity for ject
Give each student a sheet of paper and allow him/her time to make a paper
airplane. Then tell the students they have one minute to throw their paper
airplanes and see how far they will fly. Discuss that these planes are
projectiles. Print the word projectile on the board and underline the root.
Explain that the underlined root mean “to throw.”

Suggested
Artifacts
Images of different
projectiles
Image of eject
button
Picture of syringe
List of adjectives
(anchor chart)

Wordsmith, Level 4 Teacher’s Guide

Literacy instruction should include nonverbal support, such as rich drawings, real objects, and
B
graphic organizers.
Our comprehension instruction is grounded by our graphic organizers and the detailed illustrations of our
books. The black-and-white drawings of our books enhance comprehension as they require our students to
observe detail.

The Story Map
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Story Map graphic organizer

ELL students should be provided material at the appropriate language level while, at the same time,
being stimulated by higher-level thinking.
We provide books that become increasing complex, changing from simple sentences with basic vocabulary,
to complex, compound sentences with advanced vocabulary. At the same, time, we use questioning methods
to develop basic comprehension (retell) to advanced comprehension (drawing inferences, making
connections, and determining the central message.)
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